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Abstract
Identity entrepreneurship, a leader’s active construction of a shared team identity, has become a
pertinent research topic in sports leadership (Slater et al., 2015; Steffens et al., 2018) In line with
social identity theory and the social identity approach to sports, recent research suggests that
identity entrepreneurship is how leaders have the capacity to turn “teams of champions into
championship teams” (Fransen, et al., 2015b, p. 98; Rees et al. 2015). This study was conducted
to examine the difference in how the head coach of a championship team and the head coach of a
non-championship team constructed social identity over the course of a college football season.
A thematic analysis of two head coaches (Nick Saban and Butch Jones) revealed five higherorder themes indicating patterns of communication related to identity entrepreneurship: (1)
defining what it means to be “one of us”, (2) casting vision, (3) strengthening “us”, (4)
confidence expression, and (5) performance attributions. Similarities and differences between
coaches within each theme are explained, providing insight into the difference between identity
entrepreneurship on championship and non-championship teams. These findings have
implications for coaches who aim build and lead championship teams.
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Turning Teams of Champions into Championship Teams: A Thematic Analysis of Identity
Entrepreneurship in College Football
For many years, organizational researchers have investigated the multifaceted nature of
leadership, the characteristics and behaviors of successful and non-successful leaders, and
leadership development (Slater et al., 2015). Northouse (2010) defines leadership as “a process
whereby an individual influences a group of individuals to achieve a common goal” (p. 3, as
cited by Slater et al., 2015, p. 193). Leadership is social, contextual, and influential in nature, and
it plays an integral role in group performance (Northouse, 2010; Slater et al., 2014). For this
reason, leadership has become a central focus in sports research (Rees et al., 2015).
Early sports leadership literature focused on defining the characteristics of leadership in
sports; however, calls to examine what leaders do and how they communicate with their teams in
specific contexts and situations warrant further investigation (Slater et al., 2015). The social
identity approach to leadership provides a relevant framework for examining leaders’ behaviors
and communication in sports teams (Rees et al., 2015). The social identity approach to leadership
explains the social psychological mechanisms through which leaders influence team members to
achieve common goals (Rees et al., 2015).
Social identity theory is founded on the notion that individuals see themselves in terms of
personal identities (what makes them unique as an individual) and social identities (who they are
as a member of a group; Tafjel & Turner, 1979). Social identity is multidimensional, including
cognitive centrality, in-group affect, and in-group ties (Cameron, 2004). Cognitive centrality
refers to the degree of importance the individual places on being a member of a certain group. Ingroup affect refers to the individual’s positive emotions associated with their group membership.
In-group ties refers to the degree to which the individual feels belonging and connection within
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the group. Strong cognitive centrality, in-group affect, and in-group ties make for a strong social
identity.
Social identity theory was developed through the “minimal group studies” in the 1970’s
(Tafjel, 1970, as cited by Rees et al., 2015). Participants were assigned to groups with no
meaning prior to the study. Participants were asked to award points, which represented small
amounts of money, to individuals in the in-group (members of the same group) and individuals
in the out-group (members of other groups). They were not able to award points to themselves.
Participants gave more points to members of the in-group than members of the out-group,
demonstrating that the act of categorizing oneself as a member of a group is enough to display
in-group favoritism. Following the minimal group studies, Tafjel and Turner (1979) developed
social identity theory, which states that once an individual categorizes themself as a group
member and adopts the meaning of that membership into their personal identity, this social
identity influences the individual’s thoughts and actions to match the group.
Depersonalization is a key process related to social identity theory. It is the process
through which an individual’s attitudes, thoughts, and behavior becomes regulated by group
norms, rather than personal standards (Hogg, Hardie, & Reynolds, 1995). In other words, the
individual comes to see themself in terms of a social identity through depersonalization. Once
this process occurs, an individual seeks to understand and enact the meaning of this social
identity in order to achieve or maintain self-esteem by making the in-group positively distinct
from out-groups (Rees et al., 2015). That is, they will act in accordance with group values,
norms, and interests so that “us” is different from and better than “them” (Rees et al., 2015). In
this way, social identity is the basis for collective behavior (Rees et al, 2015).
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Social identity is also the basis for group development. It is evident that most, if not all,
coaches of sports teams recognize that team cohesion is an important factor for success, as it is
traditionally seen as the force that motivates team members’ commitment (Rees et al., 2015; Levi
& Askay, 2021). When team members are similar to and attracted to one another, teams are
cohesive (Levi & Askay, 2021). Accordingly, team cohesion suggests that team members remain
in the group to the extent they believe it is in their personal interest; however, in the real world
and especially in sports, members often stick with their team through “thick and thin”,
suggesting that an individual’s decision to remain on a team has to do with more than just
personal interest (Rees et al., 2015).
Social identity theory provides an account for this observation. According to social
identity theory, similarity, attraction, and satisfaction are outcomes of depersonalization, not
determinants of cohesiveness (Rees et al., 2015). Therefore, social identity, not team cohesion, is
a key motivator that sustains group support and commitment. This explains why a team member
remains on a team even when it runs counter to personal interests. Social identification underpins
individuals’ willingness to sacrifice personal interests for the group, which is key to becoming a
championship team in a sportive context.
Social identity impacts team performance in addition to team development and collective
behavior. Thomas et al. (2019) conducted a study to examine the effects of team-level
identification (defined as the emerging identity of the team, rather than of the individual) on
performance in fourteen different sports. Team-level identification predicted successful
performance. Moreover, the influence of team identification grew stronger over time due to
group polarization, which is the extent to which a group is different from another group. This
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means that teams with a stronger sense of team identification performed better than teams with a
weaker sense of team identification.
In sum, individuals with a strong sense of social identity for a particular group form a
strong allegiance to the group, which motivates them to advance group interests (Slater et al.,
2015). Slater et al. (2015) acknowledged, “Leaders are well placed to develop team identities and
define group value(s) that may, contextually, govern thoughts and actions” (p. 195). Thus, social
identity has important implications for leadership, as social identity is the basis for social
influence (Rees et al., 2015).
From a social identity perspective, leadership mobilizes followership when there is a
relative shared identity among group members. Haslam and Reicher’s (2007) BBC Prison Study
clearly demonstrated this. Fifteen participants were placed in a prison for ten days as either a
“guard’ or a “prisoner”. At first, boundaries between the guards and the prisoners were
permeable, meaning some of the prisoners thought they could move to guard status. None of the
participants felt a sense of shared social identity as prisoners; therefore, leadership was
impossible. Three days into the study, boundaries became fixed. Five days into the study, a new
prisoner came to the prison and introduced the idea that the prisoners were a collective unit with
the ability to revolt against the guards. By the seventh day, several of the prisoners had broken
out of their cells started a “commune.” The outcome of the study suggests social identity is the
basis for effective leadership, as leadership was only effective once boundaries between the ingroup and the outgroup were established. The leader’s influence translated into collective action
only once the social identity was established and strengthened. Thus, if a leader can establish a
shared identity, “all group members, including the leader, will reflect a unified team or group
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motivated to achieve collective targets” (Haslam et al., 2011, as cited by Slater et al., 2015,
p.194).
Identity Entrepreneurship
A leader’s active creation and development of a shared team identity is referred to as
“identity entrepreneurship” (Steffens et al., 2018). Effective identity entrepreneurship involves
establishing a positive distinction between the in-group and the out-group (Steffens et al., 2014).
It also involves defining the values of the group, as values are the content of social identity
(Tafjel and Turner, 1979). Slater et al. (2015) emphasize the link between team values and team
vision, suggesting that values guide actions that progress the team toward its vision. Finally,
identity entrepreneurship involves clarifying what the team does and why, which can, in turn,
build team members’ sense of collective efficacy (Haslam et al., 2017, as cited by Steffens et al.,
2018). In summary, identity entrepreneurship includes establishing the boundaries between tdehe
in-group and out-group (who is one of “us” and who is not one of “us”), as well as the team’s
shared values, vision, and norms (Reicher et al., 2005).
Leader prototypicality is an important aspect of effective identity entrepreneurship.
Because the social identity approach to leadership is grounded in the assumption that shared
identity mobilizes social influence, the process through which leaders and followers come to see
themselves as a part of the same team is deemed essential (Rees et al., 2015). This means it is
important for leaders to not only create a team’s identity (i.e. – identity entrepreneurship), but
also to embody the team’s identity by acting in alignment with team values, vision, and norms.
Leader prototypicality refers to the extent to which the leader embodies what it means to be a
member of a team (Steffens et al., 2014). In other words, leadership engenders followership
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when the leader is prototypical of “who we are” and “what we want to become” (Rees et al.,
2015).
Organizational research shows that leaders who engage in identity entrepreneurship are
more effective. For example, in a field study about a Chinese solar company, Steffens et al.
(2018) found that leaders’ identity entrepreneurship predicted higher levels of employees’
engagement and lower levels of employees’ turnover intentions and burnout. This supports the
idea that identity entrepreneurship is closely related to leadership effectiveness in the workplace.
Several studies suggest the same is true in sports. Stevens et al. (2019) found that identity
entrepreneurship directly impacts effort exertion and performance on a 5 km cycle task.
Participants in a high identity entrepreneurship condition exerted more energy and performed
better than those in a low identity entrepreneurship condition. Stevens at al. (2020) found that
identity entrepreneurship significantly impacted amateur sports team members’ attendance to
sports team meetings. Fransen et al. (2015b) examined how team confidence is transferred from
team leaders to team members on basketball teams, as teams with leaders who express their
confidence in the team often internalize that confidence and perform better. They found that the
transfer of team confidence from leader to team member is mediated by team identification.
Thus, leaders who engaged in identity entrepreneurship had a more pronounced impact on team
performance than leaders who did not engage in identity entrepreneurship. In 2016, Fransen et al.
built upon these findings in a study about soccer teams, which provided evidence that expressing
team confidence could work to strengthen team identification. When leaders expressed their
confidence in “us”, the team performed better.
All of these studies indicate that identity entrepreneurship is related to leadership
effectiveness in sports. In fact, Fransen et al. (2015b) stated that identity entrepreneurship is how
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leaders have the capacity to turn “teams of champions into championship teams” (p. 98).
However, the way leaders construct social identity in actual championship teams remains
unexplored. Further research is necessary to deepen our understanding of leadership on
championship teams from a social identity perspective. The aim of the current study is to expand
knowledge on social identity leadership by examining how college football coaches of a
championship and a non-championship team constructed team identity over the course of the
2017 college football season using media data. The present study adopted Slater et al. (2015)’s
methodology, in which researchers used media data to conduct a thematic analysis about how
leaders construct social identity in sports.
The rationale for the use of media data comes from several studies showing media data
analyses can enhance understanding of social identification processes within sport by
demonstrating the dynamic nature of social identity over time (Slater et al., 2015). Using media
data to examine athletic identities during retirement and transitioning back into sports, Cosh et al.
(2013) found that athletes had a characteristic drive and passion when transitioning back into
competition. Shinke et al. (2012) used media data to understand the key themes that emerged
over the course of the internal adaptation process of professional boxers before the Showtime
Super Six Boxing Classic and after successful and unsuccessful performances. Slater et al.
(2015) used media data understand how the leaders of Team Great Britain constructed a team
identity prior to, during, and after the London 2012 Olympic Games. Media data is appropriate
for the present study, which seeks to examine identity entrepreneurship over the course of a
college football season.
The rationale for using thematic analysis comes from Braun and Clark (2006), who
defined thematic analysis as, a “method for identifying, analyzing, and reporting patterns
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(themes) within the data” (p. 79). Slater et al. (2015) identified five themes related to identity
entrepreneurship of Great Britain’s 2012 Olympic Team. These themes included, “Creation of
Team Identities”, “Team Values”, “Team Vision”, “Performance Consequences”, and “’We’
Achieved.” Each theme is reflective of how leaders constructed a strong team identification in
the media. While this study deepened understanding of identity entrepreneurship in sports teams,
further research is necessary to understand how team identity is constructed in championship
sports teams. Even though Team Great Britain won 29 gold medals (65 in total) in the 2012
Olympics, they did not win the Olympics; therefore, they were not a championship team.
The present study seeks to build upon these findings by looking at the way the leader of a
championship team constructed team identity compared to the leader of a non-championship
team. The aims of the current study were (1) to expand understanding identity entrepreneurship
in sports, specifically college football, by exploring head coaches’ press conference interviews
during the 2017 college football season, and (2) to examine the difference in how head coaches
construct social identity on a championship team and a non-championship team over the course
of a season.
Method
The Teams and Team Leaders
The aim of this study was to identify differences in how leaders of championship teams
construct team identity over the course of a season compared to leaders of non-championship
teams. To do this, I analyzed the communication patterns of two head coaches – one from the
championship team and one from a non-championship team in the same conference – during the
2017 NCAA college football championship season.
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The Southeastern Conference (SEC) is a NCAA Division I conference, known for college
football, and the University of Alabama is at the top. Alabama is one of the winningest programs
in college football history, and Coach Saban is said to have created a “dynasty”, as the program
has won six national championships in the last 14 years (Keely, 2021). During the 2017 season,
Alabama’s record was 13-1 (University of Alabama Athletics, n.d.). Their only loss was to
Auburn University in the final game of the regular season, which cost them a spot in the SEC
Championship. Although this loss could have ended their season, the Crimson Tide still made it
to the College Football Playoffs because they only dropped from first to fourth in the national
rankings after the loss (Nick Saban, 2022). Alabama bounced back from their season-ending loss
to Auburn and won the National Championship in January of 2018 to secure the 2017 College
Football Championship title. Thus, the University of Alabama is the championship team in this
study.
During the 2017 season, Head Coach Nick Saban was in his eleventh season at Alabama.
He was 65 years old at the start of the season. It was the tenth season in a row in which the
Crimson Tide was ranked first at some point during the season, and the 2017 National Football
Championship was Coach Saban’s fifth national title at Alabama.
To make a relative comparison, the non-championship team was also selected from the
SEC. In 2017, the University of Tennessee was at the bottom of conference rankings (University
of Tennessee Athletics, n.d.). The Volunteers’ record was 4-8 overall and 0-8 in the SEC. Their
head coach at the time was Butch Jones, who was 49 years old at the start of the season (Butch
Jones, 2022). The 2017 season was his fifth and final season at Tennessee.
Data Collection
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Data collection focused on head coaches’ preseason and pre-game press conferences over
the course of the 2017 season. Because the study was conducted to examine head coaches’
communication related to team identification over the course of the season, one press conference
interview was identified for each team at each of the following time points: preseason, earlyseason, mid-season, late-season. Except for preseason, games for each time point were selected
prior to data collection to ensure the games were evenly spaced over the course of the season.
Only conference games were included for consistency, as Alabama competed in post-season
games and Tennessee did not.
Press conference interviews were obtained from YouTube by searching “Nick Saban PreGame [or Preseason] Press Conference Alabama [vs. opponent] 2017 and “Butch Jones PreGame [or Preseason] Press Conference Tennessee [vs. opponent] 2017”. Data searches resulted
in eight press conference interviews. Appendix A provides a list of all sources used in the
thematic analysis.
The preseason press conferences were conducted prior to any official competition during
fall camp for both teams. The preseason press-conference interview for Alabama (A0) took place
on August 5, 2017. The preseason press-conference interview for Tennessee (T0) took place on
August 13, 2017.
The early-season, mid-season, and late-season games were selected from conference
games only. Early-season games took place in September. The early-season pregame press
conference for Alabama (A1) was conducted on September 25, 2017, prior to a 66-3 win over the
University of Mississippi (Ole Miss) on September 30, 2017. The early-season pregame press
conference for Tennessee (T1) was conducted on September 11, 2017, prior to a 20-26 loss to the
University of Florida on September 16, 2017.
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Mid-season games took place in October. The mid-season pregame press conference for
Alabama (A2) was conducted on October 16, 2017, prior to a 45-7 win over the University of
Tennessee on October 21, 2017. The mid-season pregame press conference for Tennessee (T2)
was conducted on October 11, 2017, prior to a 9-15 loss to the University of South Carolina on
October 14, 2017.
Late-season games took place in November. The late-season pregame press conference
for Alabama (A3) was conducted on November 20, 2017, prior to a 26-14 loss to Auburn
University on November 25, 2017. The late-season pregame press conference for Tennessee (T3)
was conducted on November 8, 2017, prior to a 17-50 loss to the University of Missouri
(Mizzou) on November 11, 2017.
Data were transcribed verbatim by an outside transcription service (www.fiverr.com).
The resulting 40 pages of transcripts were checked for accuracy upon receiving them. Only the
head coach’s communicated words were of interest. Interviewers’ communicated words were
only references for contextual purposes, as many of the head coaches’ words were based on
interview questions.
Thematic Analysis
After data collection was complete, the data was analyzed using a thematic analysis to
provide a detailed account of identity entrepreneurship employed by the coaches of a
championship and non-championship college football team over the course of a season (Braun &
Clarke, 2006; Slater et al., 2015). I used a primarily deductive, theoretical approach, as coding
was driven by a specific research question and theoretical interest (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
Specifically, I was interested in the difference in how the head coach of a championship team
constructs team identity over time compared to the head coach of a non-championship team. I
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expected this to result in something that “may include, speak to, or expand on something
approximating” Slater et al. (2015)’s themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 84). It should be noted
that some inductive elements were still incorporated into the analytical approach to allow for the
emergence of new themes (Slater et al., 2015). I focused on identifying semantic themes, rather
than latent themes (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Accordingly, codes were initially organized to
describe patterns in what head coaches explicitly said. Then patterns were interpreted in relation
to previous literature to theorize their meaning and significance in lieu of the research question. I
also took an essentialist/realist approach, rather than a constructionist approach, and I assumed
“language reflects and enables us to articulate meaning and experience” directly, which allowed
me to theorize motivations, meaning, and experience in a straightforward manner (Braun &
Clarke, 2006, p.85).
In this analysis, I followed the six steps outlined by Braun and Clarke (2006): (1)
familiarizing yourself with the data, (2) generating initial codes, (3) searching for themes, (4)
refining themes, (5) defining and naming themes, and (6) producing the report. Once the data
was transcribed, I read and re-read the transcripts until I was familiar with the data (Step 1). I
also used a reflective journal at this stage to make notes about my initial impressions of the data
(Schinke et al., 2012). This step functioned to aid in initial coding, as well as theme and subtheme refinement (Schinke et al., 2012; Slater et al., 2015).
After I was familiar with the data, I generated initial codes for each team by labeling data
relevant to the research question, and I gathered data relevant to each code across the entire data
set (Step 2; Braun & Clarke, 2006). This step included both deductive and inductive elements. I
had previously read through existing literature about identity entrepreneurship in sports
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(deductive); however, I did not code the data based solely on past research (inductive). This
allowed for new themes to emerge in addition to previously recognized themes.
Then, another researcher, called a “critical friend” and I reviewed the data and grouped
initial codes into lower-order “sub-themes” for both Alabama and Tennessee (Step 3; Braun &
Clarke, 2006). This allowed for different sub-themes to emerge for each team. The sub-themes
were further grouped into themes by comparing the sub-themes with one another and collapsing
related sub-themes (Step 4; Braun & Clarke, 2006). A thematic map for each team was created to
visually display difference within each theme and sub-theme (see Figures 1-10). Themes and
sub-themes were reviewed and refined until all data was taken into account, and both researchers
were pleased with the themes.
I then used the reflective journal to lead reflective discussions with the “critical friend” to
further refine themes, to develop the story of each theme, and to name and define them (Step 5;
Braun & Clarke, 2006; Slater et al., 2015). Finally, once the themes were organized and defined,
I selected specific extracts from the data related to the research question, and I consulted Slater et
al.’s (2015) findings and other previous literature on identity entrepreneurship in sports to aid in
evaluating and interpreting differences in how the two coaches constructed social identity over
the course of the season within each theme (Step 6; Braun & Clarke, 2006; Schinke et al., 2012).
Results
Five higher-order themes emerged from the analysis: (1) defining what it means to be
“one of us”, (2) casting vision, (3) strengthening “us”, (4) confidence expression, and (5)
performance attributions. These themes were the same for both teams; however, while some
sub-themes were the same across teams, different sub-themes also emerged for each team.
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Similarities and differences within each sub-theme emerged, as well. Thus, two thematic maps
(one for each team) were created for each theme.
What follows is an account of each theme and sub-themes that emerged from the
analysis. First, I will define and clarify the meaning of each theme. Then, I will explain subthemes common to both Nick Saban and Butch Jones by providing quotes from the data to
illustrate how each head coach demonstrated these concepts on their own teams. After explaining
common sub-themes, I will define and explain the unique sub-themes for each team to illustrate
differences in how the coach of a championship team (Nick Saban) constructed team identity
compared to the coach a non-championship team (Butch Jones). Throughout this section, I draw
upon past research about social identity theory and identity entrepreneurship to theorize about
the potential implications of patterns related to identity entrepreneurship.
Theme 1: Defining What It Means to Be “One of Us”
The first theme, defining what it means to be “one of us”, relates to values. Values are
the content of social identity (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). When an individual identifies strongly
with a team identity, they are motivated to adopt behaviors and cognitions that align with the
team identity rather than their individual identity, at least when it comes to decisions that involve
the team (Hogg et al., 1995). This occurs through the process of depersonalization that happens
when an individual begins to identify themselves in terms of a social identity.
As the contents of social identity, values must provide the cognitive schema that directs
team members’ behaviors toward the group’s benefit. Social identity literature supports the
notion that leaders can facilitate collective behavior by defining team values, as team values
direct team members’ attitudes, behavior, and cognitions (Rees et al., 2015). Thus, leaders are
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likely to benefit from defining and promoting team values, as well as encouraging team members
to adopt these values (Slater et al., 2015).
Both head coaches spent time doing this over the course of the season. In doing so, they
articulated what it means to be a member of the team, in terms of values. In other words, they
articulated who “we” are, what “we” do, and how “we” do it. Four common sub-themes emerged
upon analysis of both Nick Saban’s and Butch Jones’s media data: defining values, reinforcing
values, consistency in values, and creation of shared values. Figure 1 shows the thematic map of
Theme 1 for Coach Saban; Figure 2 shows the thematic map for Theme 1 for Coach Jones.
Defining Values
Both head coaches clearly articulated the unique values that formed the contents of their
team’s identity. Butch Jones states, “Every football program has to have something that they’re
going to hang their hat on,” during preseason, which is consistent with past literature that shows
different teams have their own unique set of values (T0; Slater et al., 2015).
Nick Saban first communicated Alabama’s main values during preseason. Those values
were mental and physical toughness, the ability to sustain effort, discipline, and understanding
your job and executing it. At this point in the season, Coach Saban says that the coaches are
trying to make determinations as to who on the team will be able to play winning football for
Alabama on a consistent basis (i.e. – who will be “one of us”). He says (A0):
“You know, we want to make determinations as to who can play winning football relative
to the kind of intangibles that they play with – whether it's mental and physical
toughness, whether its ability to sustain effort, whether it's responsible to do your job,
know what your job is, how to do it, why it was important to do it that way.”
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Nick Saban goes on to highlight the team’s emphasis on learning and growth. After the
above quote, Nick Saban says that he hopes players will not be afraid to make mistakes. He says
(A0):
“We want them to play fast, play hard and learn from the mistakes that they make and
know that that's a good opportunity to improve, and as I said many times before, selfassessment is important, ability to take corrections is important, so that you can improve
and get better.”
By stating these values at the start of the season, Coach Saban expresses to his team and
others what it means to be a football player at the University of Alabama. These values should
motivate team members to act tough, to sustain effort, to know and execute their job, and to have
a growth mindset (Hogg et al., 1995).
Tennessee’s main values include details, accountability, and toughness. Like Nick Saban,
Butch Jones first articulates these values during preseason. He claims that every team has some
kind of phrase that gets the attention of their program. He says, “Ours is ‘DAT Way’: details,
accountability, and toughness,” expressing that Tennessee football players are detail-oriented,
accountable to themselves and each other, and tough (T0). By articulating these values, team
members should be motivated to act in alignment with these values.
Coach Jones also takes time to break down what individual values mean. The following
quote about toughness is an example is how Coach Jones clarifies the meaning of one of these
values.
“There's so much that goes into toughness. To me, It starts with mentality…If you're not
mentally tough…, there's no way you can be physically tough on a football field, and
that's where training camp is critical because it teaches you resolve and perseverance and
to grind through, and then I think you have to practice tough to be able to play tough on
Saturdays… You can always work on toughness, even in your individual drills, whether
it's fitting up a form tackle, whether it's getting off a block, whether it's working on
breaking a tackle, and that's something that we pride ourselves in” (T0).
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In this excerpt, Coach Jones expresses what he means by “toughness” when he identifies
toughness as one of Tennessee’s values. Moreover, by stating “we pride ourselves” in being
tough, he reinforces the importance of this value as a part of the team’s identity (T0).
Reinforcing Values
Both head coaches also reinforced the team’s values by emphasizing the importance of
the values throughout the season. This can promote cognitive centrality of the team identity
(Cameron 2004). In other words, by restating team values (the contents of social identity), the
social identity will become more prominent in group members’ self-concepts, and they will more
readily act in alignment with the social identity.
For example, Coach Saban reinforces several of the team values following a 41-9 win
against the University of Arkansas (almost two and a half months after preseason when he
initially stated their values). By restating the values and drawing attention to the link between
upholding the values and successful performance, Coach Saban reinforces the team’s values. He
says (A2):
“On review in the last game, I just say that we showed that when we play with discipline,
execution, and give effort, physically finish plays, play with the kind of toughness that
we’re looking for to create the identity that we want as a team, we’re a pretty good team.”
Coach Saban also draws attention to the importance of their values when preparing his
team for the next game. Prior to the last game of the season against Auburn, Coach Saban refers
back to the team’s values, suggesting that the team will have the opportunity to be successful if
they embody the values.
“Well, I think you got to have mental toughness to be able to play the next play, keep
your poise. Don't lose your poise, don't lose your focus, be able to go execute the next
play after they make a play, especially if they're going fast. Got to get lined up, always
got to play together. Everybody's got to do their job and their responsibility, and I think
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that's the key… to be able to stay focused on what you need to do in that particular
moment” (A3).
In both quotes, Coach Saban contextualizes the values by relating them to performance.
This is consistent with Slater et al.’s (2015) findings, which point to the idea that tying values to
performance may be a motivating factor for players to practice those values, especially when that
performance is successful.
Coach Jones restates Tennessee’s values throughout the season as well. Prior to playing
South Carolina, Coach Jones says, “Well, we pride ourselves in physicality and make no mistake
about it, and, again, there's been some games where we've played with good physicality, there's
other games where we have to do a much better job with that” (T2).
He goes on to say that it is important to be a physical team against South Carolina if they
want to be successful. Coach Jones is both praising his team for the physicality (an aspect of
toughness) they have demonstrated while acknowledging they need to have a higher level of
physicality. In doing so, he contextualizes the values and emphasizes their importance.
Both coaches also reinforce the team’s values when they refer to players who are
prototypical of the team’s values. Prototypicality refers to individuals who embody the team’s
values, behaving in a way that is consistent with how the “ideal” member of the team would act
(Steffens et al., 2014). Individuals who are prototypical of team values have internalized and live
out the values. Slater et al. (2013) suggest that leaders may point to athletes who are prototypical
of the team identity because they are examples of the values and behaviors the leader strives to
promote to the in-group (Hogg, 2001). This was supported by Slater et al.’s (2015) findings, and
a similar pattern emerged in the current study.
Coach Saban points to prototypical athletes at every time point during the analysis. For
example, during preseason, he says, “[Shaun Dion’s] worked really hard. I think he's doing really
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well… He's got a very, very good understanding of our defense, what we do, the concepts of
how we play things, and I think that's going to benefit him” (A0).
In this way, Coach Saban is both reinforcing team values by pointing to Shaun Dion’s
hard work, as a player who is a prototype of what it means to understand the system Alabama
plays, which reinforces their value of understanding and your job and executing it. This can
serve as an example for other players to follow.
Later in the season, prior to the Tennessee game, Coach Saban states (A2):
“Well, Calvin’s had an outstanding season, you know. He’s one of the leading guys in
our league in terms of production and performance. He sets a great example for the young
guys and has been a really good leader in that regard… we’re pleased with Calvin’s
performance, and we’re very pleased with his leadership role and the example he’s set.”
In this statement, Coach Saban is explicitly saying that Calvin Ridley does the right
things, which pays off in terms of performance, and younger guys should look to his example. In
other words, this player is prototypical of “one of us”.
Coach Jones also refers to players who are prototypes of Tennessee’s values to reinforce
them. For example, during preseason, Butch Jones had one of the older players talk to the
younger players about his time at Tennessee and how he has grown during his time on the team.
“You know, [the older player] was allergic to the weight room, and now he loves the
weight room, and I think he sees the results of it. As we all know, he's as competitive as
anyone we have on this football team… Game Day, I know what he's gonna bring to the
table. It's been getting to Game Day, you know, understanding the importance of practice
reps and working on your craft and all the things that are associated with driven players
and great players, and I've been very, very pleased with him” (T0).
In this quote, Coach Jones points to this player as a prototype for toughness (e.g. –
embracing the weight room) and details (e.g. – making every practice repetition count). He
clearly points to him as a player who embodies what it means to play football at the University of
Tennessee, and other players should follow this example.
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Consistency in Values
One sub-theme, consistency in values, emerged for both coaches; however, the coaches’
communication differed within this sub-theme in a potentially significant way. Slater et al.
(2015) found that leaders of Team Great Britain communicated the team’s values in a consistent
manner before, during, and after the 2012 London Olympic Games. In the current study, both
head coaches articulated the same values over the course of the season; however, while Coach
Saban expressed consistency between what he said the team’s values were and how the team
acted, Coach Jones did not.
As previously discussed, Coach Saban outlines Alabama’s values during preseason and
again before they play Tennessee and Auburn. Before Auburn, he even says it is important to
practice these values all week long (A3). In this way, Coach Saban expresses the team’s values
in a consistent manner, not only over the course of the season, but also between what they preach
and practice. All season, Nick Saban emphasizes the importance of mental toughness, as well as
physical toughness, sustaining effort, executing on a consistent basis, and doing their job; saying
it is important to practice that all week, he is stating that they will focus on acting in alignment
with these values in practice.
By contrast, while Butch Jones was consistent in what he articulated as values, his
actions as a coach did not align with the values he communicated. This is apparent when Coach
Jones talks about how important it is to “not skip steps,” while admitting his team is young, so
they are trying to cram a lot of learning into a short period of time. During preseason, he says
(T0):
“A lot of time as young players, you know, you struggle a little bit. You want to be
already made, and, you know, there’s a process, whether it’s in the weight room, whether
it’s in summer school, so the big thing for us, again, is just, again, we can’t skip steps.”
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Prior to the first conference game against the University of Florida, Coach Jones talks
about how younger players can earn their playing time and how they are developing as players
and teammates. He says, “We’re just trying to cram everything in in a very short amount of time,
and again, it takes time to develop” (T1). The idea that they cannot skip steps if they want to be
successful contradicts his attempt to cram everything into a short amount of time. The apparent
difference between the consistency of values over the course of the season and consistency
between what is said and what is done may contribute to the difference between the strength of
team identification, and thus, between the performance of the two teams. This finding extends
past literature, pointing to the importance of ensuring not only consistency is communicated
values over time, but also in how the communicated values are supported and enacted (Slater et
al., 2015).
Creation of Shared Values.
Creation of shared values comes from literature that highlights the importance of creating
values that are shared by the leader and team members, rather that values that are imposed on the
team by the leader. Evidence suggests that if a leader can effectively create a shared identity,
then the leader and group members should become one unit working toward collective targets
(Haslam et al., 2011). Furthermore, Slater et al. (2015) noted that effective leaders listened to
group members about what they valued and put those values into practice, which can be seen as
the leader acting in alignment with group interests. Evidence suggests that group members
perceive leaders are more trustworthy and effective when they put the group’s interest above
their own (Van Knippenberg, 2011). Thus, it makes sense that effective leaders may also listen to
and adopt the values of team members, or, at least, they might involve them in the process of
defining team values.
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Nick Saban makes a point to involve all players in the value creation process. At the
beginning of the season when he is initially defining the team’s values, Nick Saban makes it
clear that they are not just his values but the team’s values.
“I think, a question, a good question for every player to ask themselves… is, you know,
‘what do you want in order to accomplish the goals and aspirations to be successful?’, but
‘What are you willing to do to do it?’ I think is probably a better question, and we asked
the players to invest in themselves” (A0).
In this quote, Nick Saban is giving the players responsibility to own who they will
become in the season. He is asking the whole team to think about what actions will get them to
who they want to be and where they want to go as individuals and as a team. In other words, he
is sharing the value creation process and allowing all the players to create and buy into the team
identity.
Butch Jones, by contrast, never involves the whole team in the value creation process. He
simply tells the players what it means to be a football player at Tennessee, rather than asking
them to think about who they want to be or where they want to go. There is one exception to this
in the data. Prior to playing South Carolina, Coach Jones talks about a meeting he had with some
of the seniors at the start of the season.
“I talked with some of our seniors about, we only have one senior year and you can't get
it back, and how are you going to leave your legacy here? Well, how is your senior class
going to be remembered? And you know, we kind of sat in my office and reminisced
about, you know, their previous years… and the previous seniors and illustrations and
great examples, and I said, ‘one day, there's going to be a younger player that you're
impacting or influencing right now with your leadership and your poise and
accountability and demands of the team,’ and so we've had some very, very healthy
dialogue in terms of that, but it’s important to understand what it means to be a senior
here at Tennessee” (T2).
This quote is the only extract from the data set that demonstrates Coach Jones attempting
to involve any players in the values creation and definition process. While legacy is important,
the seniors are not the whole team. Additionally, those seniors have been shaped by Coach
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Jones’s values for four years, so it is questionable as to whether or not this is true co-creation of
team identity. Coach Jones may be missing an integral part of successful identity
entrepreneurship by imposing his idea of the team values on the rest of the team, rather than
involving them in that process.
Theme 2: Casting Vision
The second theme, casting vision, refers to the head coaches’ communication that
provides direction for where the team is headed in the future. Arthur et al. (2012) define vision as
“the extent to which athletes have an inspirational and meaningful future image of themselves in
their sport” (p.3). Coaches are well-situated to articulate a team vision to motivate team members
to work toward a shared vision on behalf of the team (Arthur et al., 2012). In social identity
terms, vision is the future toward which the team is collectively progressing (Slater et al., 2015).
Both head coaches took time to articulate a team vision. Two common sub-themes
emerged: clarity and consistency of vision and influences on vision. Figure 3 shows the thematic
map of Theme 2 for Coach Saban; Figure 4 shows the thematic map for Theme 2 for Coach
Jones.
Clarity and Consistency of Vision
Early in the season, both head coaches clearly communicated a team vision for the
season. This vision was performance-based, which is in line with Slater et al.’s (2015) findings
that Team Great Britain’s leaders in the Olympics communicated a performance-based vision.
Alabama’s vision was “to play winning football on a consistent basis” (A0). Nick Saban first
articulates this vision during preseason after he states the team’s values when he says, “All these
things are important to being able to play winning football on a consistent basis” (A0). In this
quote, Coach Saban is stating one vision for the team to collectively press toward achieving.
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He also connects this vision to values. This is consistent with past literature highlighting
the importance of relating values to vision in developing a team identity that mobilizes collective
action (Armstrong et al., 2022; Slater et al., 2015). Slater et al. (2015) suggests that “values
provide the contextually relevant cognitive schemas from group members to progress toward
collective vision” (p.202). Thus, by connecting values to vision, Coach Saban is providing his
team members with a shared direction and shared way of moving in that direction.
Coach Saban articulates this vision consistently over time, as well. This is apparent
during Coach Saban’s press conference prior to playing Auburn, the last game of the season.
During the press conference, Coach Saban talks about how it has been good that they have been
able to play a lot of players who do not normally get to play. He says this playtime will help their
development and “maybe add to their ability to play winning football on a consistent basis… in
the future” (A3). From preseason to the last week of the season, Coach Saban communicates the
same vision for his team – “to play winning football on a consistent basis.” This is in line with
literature that emphasizes the importance of keeping the vision consistent over time (Armstrong
et al., 2022).
Tennessee’s long-term vision was to be a championship program. Coach Jones first
communicates this vision during the preseason. During the press conference, Coach Jones refers
to Tennessee’s values as “all those things are associated with, you know, being a championship
program and a championship team and those championship habits we talk about on a daily basis”
(T0). Like Nick Saban, Coach Jones articulates this vision in a way that is consistent with values,
which is a positive thing according to literature on identity entrepreneurship (Armstrong et al.,
2022; Slater et al., 2015).
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However, the data analysis revealed that Coach Jones does not use the word
“championship” again. Instead, he talks about simply playing “winning football”. For example,
before the Florida game, Coach Jones says that Tennessee takes pride in special teams, and he
outlines a couple of skills or ideas that lead to “playing winning football on special teams” (T1).
Prior to the Missouri game, he commends several positive attributes of Jarrett Guarantano. He
says, “He’s turning into one of our leaders… does everything the right way, does well in the
classroom, does well in the community, and it’s a byproduct of doing things the right way. When
you win off the field, you’re going to win on the field” (T3). The emphasis on winning on and
off the field points to an overall vision of winning on and off the field. The inconsistency of how
Coach Jones communicates vision over time runs counter to literature about identity
entrepreneurship (Armstrong et al., 2022).
Coach Jones’s inconsistency also calls into question the feasibility of achieving his initial
vision for Tennessee to become a championship program. Fletcher and Arnold’s (2011) thematic
analysis revealed the importance of casting an appropriately focused vision and managing
expectations created by the vision. Given that Tennessee would lose every conference game that
season, it seems becoming a championship program was not an appropriately focused vision.
Thus, after losing a few games, it would become apparent the team is unable to attain that vision.
This may have negative effects on identity entrepreneurship and performance, as the vision that
is supposed to motivate collective action is unattainable and, therefore, irrelevant (Slater et al.,
2015).
Coach Jones also demonstrates inconsistency between what he establishes as the team’s
focus. Even though he first articulates the vision of “becoming a championship program” (T0)
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and later articulates the vision of winning, Coach Jones says that he wants the players to focus on
each moment, rather than the outcomes. He says (T0):
“When you start thinking about the outcomes, you start to put an added pressure on
yourself, instead of just focusing on winning that day, winning that play, winning that
rep, winning that rep in the weight room. That’s all we ask of our players.”
The inconsistency between the focus on outcome and process runs contrary to literature
that highlights the importance of consistency in vision for facilitating the development of a
shared team identity (Armstrong et al., 2022).
Influences on Vision
Fletcher and Armstrong’s (2011) thematic analysis of leadership during the Olympics
revealed that coaches spoke about factors, such as recent performances and the team’s current
focus, which influence the team’s ability to progress toward a collective vision. Both head
coaches in the present analysis spoke about similar influences.
At the start of the press conferences, both coaches begin by reflecting on the game they
played the weekend prior to the interview – reflecting on things that may facilitate or inhibit their
team’s ability to progress toward their collective vision. For example, before the Ole Miss game,
Coach Saban talks about the good things his team will need to continue to build upon in order to
achieve their vision of “playing winning football on a consistent basis”. He says (A1):
“The big focus in the last game was not to start fast. There's two parts to start fast, finish
strong, so the starting fast part we got right, the finishing strong part we hadn't gotten
right, but I thought we got it right in the last game, and hopefully that's what it's going to
take, you know, not to let good teams that have, you know, high octane offenses, like
[Ole Miss] and just quite a few other teams that we're going to play that have good
quarterbacks and good skill guys. You allow them to get the ball enough and you don't
keep sort of pushing and being aggressive on offense, they end up taking advantage of it,
get back into games and score quickly on you with explosive plays, so that's gonna be
something that's important for us to continue to do more.”
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In line with past literature, this extract exhibits Coach Saban alluding to factors related to
past performance that helped move the team toward their collective vision (Fletcher & Arnold,
2011). By commending his team for what they did well in the last game (“start fast, finish
strong”), he is emphasizing actions that will help the team achieve the shared vision.
The quote also demonstrates Coach Saban’s ability to manage expectations related to the
team’s vision (Fletcher & Arnold, 2011; Slater et al., 2015). When he mentions “the big focus of
the last game was not to start fast” (insinuating it was to “finish strong”), he refers to an
expectation the team had set. This expectation was realistic because they eventually achieved it.
This is in line with past literature, which states an important aspect of vision is challenge, which
refers to the gap between the team’s current and desired state (Arthur et al., 2012). Challenges
can be motivating when they are attainable (Arthur et al., 2011). Thus, by commending the team
for meeting a challenge, Coach Saban can continue motivating his team to be consistent in
starting fast and finishing strong. This is something that will help the team achieve their shared
vision.
Butch Jones also talks about his team’s past performance, the game ahead, and what they
will need to do to be successful in the future. Prior to the Missouri game, Coach Jones says (T3):
“I think we've continued to grow and develop and improve from game to game, but we
will be extremely tested Saturday night. Just again, [Missouri applies] so much pressure
as a defense, you know, from the tempo to the run game, to the RPO’s, to the skillsets of
their players, to the quarterback. You know, they're a very, very good football team, and
so I think…we're gonna have to play our most complete football team game defensively
and as a football team. We talk about complimentary football, and if there's ever a game
that really defines complimentary football, this one will be it.”
Like Nick Saban and in line with past literature, Coach Jones draws upon factors that
influence his team’s ability to progress toward the vision. This is demonstrated when he points
out that his team has grown and developed over the course of the season. He says they will need
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to play complimentary football against Missouri to be successful (Fletcher & Arnold, 2011).
However, whereas Coach Saban spoke about specific actions to take in the future, Coach Jones
makes a general statement about a broad focus. According to McEwan and Crawford’s (2022)
thematic analysis of teamwork, poor action planning, such as setting generic not specific goals,
can cause team breakdown because it is not focused enough to create a shared mental model
about what needs to be done within the team. Thus, by setting generic goals, Coach Jones may be
casting vision ineffectively, which might lead to team breakdown. This can negatively impact
team identification (McEwan & Crawford, 2022).
In line with past research, both coaches also talk about the upcoming game and/or their
next opponent as factors that can influence the team’s ability to progress toward the vision
(Fletcher & Arnold, 2011). Before playing Auburn, their long-time rival, Coach Saban
acknowledges the “hype” that surrounds the game. When asked what Alabama needs to do to be
successful against Auburn, Coach Saban says (A3):
“I think the most important things in games like this is the players can stay focused on the
things they need to do to prepare, stay focused on what's happened, and now if you can
utilize each day, in preparation, in practice, so that you can have the poise to execute in
what's going to be everybody knows what a big game it is, and it's going to be an
emotional game, and there's going to be a lot of people talking about it, but we need to
focus on what we need to do to prepare in the game.”
Coach Saban recognizes that the emotions and external pressures placed on this game are
factors that might influence on the game’s outcome, which means they influence the team’s
ability to progress toward their vision of playing winning football on a consistent basis. In doing
so, he is able to communicate what the team needs to do (“focus on what we need to do”) in
order to prevent external pressures from affecting the team.
Coach Saban also gives his team specific action items based on their next opponent’s
strengths. Coach Saban says (A3):
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“[Auburn has] got a very good front. They're very aggressive up front. They've got some
good pass rushers. Their inside people are very physical and dominant. They’ve got
really good physical linebackers. They play well in the secondary. They don't make a lot
of errors on defense. They play well together, so this has been pretty consistent
throughout the year, so this is a challenging group to block down and down out, and we
have to do a good job of executing and finishing whatever it is we're trying to do.”
Here, Coach Saban recognizes the opponent may get in the way of his team’s ability to
play winning football on a consistent basis. By recognizing Auburn’s strengths, he is able to
provide a specific point of action to combat these strengths (“executing and finishing”; McEwan
& Crawford, 2022). It is consistent with past research that Coach Saban is pointing team
members toward collective action by communicating a clear action item amidst potential
adversity (Fletcher & Arnold, 2011; McEwan & Crawford, 2022). Communicating shared vision
is important to identity entrepreneurship.
Coach Jones does not talk about the emotional “hype” surrounding the next game;
however, he does talk about the strengths of their next opponent. For example, before the South
Carolina game, he says (T2):
“The more video that you watch on South Carolina… the more impressive they become.
Obviously, defensively, they take the football away, and they do a great job of getting all
the lead individuals to the football. The way they gain tackle, the way they try to rake the
football out and separate the ball from your body. They do a tremendous job with that.
Back seven’s very, very talented and big and physical up front, and then offensively, it all
starts with the quarterback, Bentley. He really does a good job of managing the game…
and we’re gonna have to account for him everywhere he goes.”
Coach Jones recognizes that several of South Carolina’s strengths may get in the way of
his team’s ability to progress toward a collective vision. He also communicates an action point
(“account for him everywhere he goes”) to help the team be successful. Here, he does set a
specific goal, which can help define a clear shared vision for the immediate future (McEwan &
Crawford, 2022).
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However, several of his goals are unattainable, which shows that even though Coach
Jones sets several goals, his ability to manage expectations is lacking. During preseason, Coach
Jones states he told his coaching staff the team needed to get their pad level down to be
successful, as this is a byproduct of toughness (T0). More than two months later, Coach Jones
says the team still needs to play with more physicality, and he brings up pad level as one of the
areas for improvement. He states, “[Physicality is] a byproduct of a lot of things…sometimes, it's
taking the right steps up front or your hand placement and that affects physicality. A lot of times
it's pad level… we need to be more consistent as a football team” (T2).
The fact Coach Jones is still talking about pad level as an area for improvement late in
the season may mean the goal is unattainable for his team, or he has not adequately supported his
team in achieving that goal. This is problematic because a combination of high challenge and
low support can lead athletes to burnout and withdrawal, which is not beneficial to team
identification (Arthur, et al., 2012).
Theme 3: Strengthening “Us”
This theme has to do with defining the boundaries of the in-group and out-group, as well
as promoting the attractiveness of in-group through positive distinction and in-group ties.
According to Cameron’s (2004) three-factor model of social identity, in-group affect (the
positive emotions associated with a particular social identity) and in-group ties (the extent to
which an individual feels they belong to a social identity) are important components of social
identities. Individuals strive to maintain positive emotions regarding their social identities
because social identity is part of one’s self-concept, it helps them maintain self-esteem (Cameron
2004).
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Positive distinction refers to the idea that when people define themselves in terms of a
social identity, they will attempt to see “us” as different from and better than “them” (Rees et al.,
2015). That is, they will find ways to promote attractiveness to the in-group by distinguishing it
from out-groups in a positive manner. Positive distinction helps to keep team identification
intact, and the need to maintain positive distinction can motivate individuals to act in a grouporiented manner (Rees et al., 2015).
An individual’s feeling of belongingness to a group has to do, in part, with in-group ties,
or the extent to which one feels psychologically close with other group members (Cameron
2004). The strength of psychological ties, such as the feeling an individual shares a common
bond with other members of the group, can influence the strength with which the self is bound to
the group membership. Thus, in-group ties can also keep team identity intact. The ties can
motivate members of the group to act in alignment with group interests, as the individual is
aware that their actions affect more than themselves (Cameron, 2004; Slater et al., 2015).
Both head coaches promoted attractiveness to the in-group over the course of the season
to strengthen team members’ sense of “us”. Three common sub-themes emerged: positive
distinction, in-group ties, and degree of togetherness. Figure 5 shows the thematic map of Theme
3 for Coach Saban; Figure 6 shows the thematic map for Theme 3 for Coach Jones.
Positive Distinction
Both head coaches communicated in ways that their team (the in-group) would be
positively distinct from other teams (the out-group) for reasons unique to each team. Coach
Saban positively distinguishes Alabama from other teams in terms of performance-based criteria,
which is in line with literature suggesting that in-groups with legitimate superior status, such as a
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powerhouse dominant team, will engage in social competition, positively distinguishing itself
from out-groups based on performance (Rees et al., 2015).
Prior to playing Ole Miss, Nick Saban talks about game preparation. He says his coaches
stand with the players so they can coach adaptably during a game. He says, “Most of the time, in
the first 15 plays of the game, we get something that's entirely different than what we practiced
or seen. It’s not all that uncommon for anyone, I guess, but we seem to see it just about every
week” (A1). Here, Coach Saban expresses that their opponents consistently deviate from their
normal game plan against Alabama. Even though this presents a challenge for Alabama in that
they must stay adaptable, it also promotes positive distinction between the in-group and the outgroup. Basically, Coach Saban is saying, “Because we are as good as we are, our opponents have
to do something different and unexpected to have a better shot at beating us.” In this way, Coach
Saban is engaging in social competition to positively distinguish Alabama as having a superior
status above other teams (Rees et al., 2015). This can strengthen in-group affect for the team
identity (Cameron 2004).
Even though Coach Saban positively distinguishes Alabama from other teams based on
their success, he does not allow his players to be complacent. Prior to the Tennessee game,
Coach Saban says (A2):
“I think when you have rivalry games that have tradition associated with them for many,
many, many years, that there's a different kind of motivation… [Tennessee is] pretty
much a 500 team, and we’re pretty much where we are, and we struggled to beat them.”
Alabama is 4-0, and Tennessee is 0-3 in conference play (University of Alabama
Athletics, n.d.; University of Tennessee Athletics, n.d.), so Coach Saban has ample reason to
differentiate Alabama from Tennessee based on both teams’ performance, and he does (i.e. –
“[Tennessee is] pretty much a 500 team, and we’re pretty much here we are”). This promotes
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attraction to the in-group by stating that the in-group is different from and better than the outgroup. However, he also makes clear the fact that Alabama has performed better than Tennessee
so far does not mean they will perform better than them the following Saturday when he
mentions it is a rivalry game, and Alabama has struggled to beat Tennessee in the past. This
expands past research on positive distinction in the social identity literature, as Coach Saban both
acknowledges that Alabama is currently positively distinct from others, but in order to stay that
way, they need to earn the distinction again on Saturday. This speaks to the contextual and
dynamic nature of social identity (Northouse, 2010; Slater et al., 2015).
Coach Saban also makes positive distinctions based on personnel. Prior to the Ole Miss
game, Nick Saban talks about the matchup issues that sometimes occur when playing them.
Coach Saban says he is not worried about Alabama because Minka Fitzpatrick is on the team. He
explains the potential matchup issues in detail and then says (A1):
“…but when you have players like Minka, you, [it] gives you the diversity to do [what
you need to do], and he's very good at it because of his adaptability… it's when you don't
have players like that,… you really have lots of problems with team like this.”
In this quote Nick Saban is saying Alabama is different from and better than other teams,
and is, therefore, prepared to take on Ole Miss, because Minka Fitzpatrick is on the team. In
other words, because Minka Fitzpatrick is one of “us”, “we” are going to be fine. This promotes
in-group attraction. It also positively differentiates Alabama from other teams in that Alabama
has what it takes (Minka Fitzpatrick) to be successful against Ole Miss, while other teams do not.
Butch Jones, on the other hand, positively distinguishes Tennessee from other team based
on non-performance criteria. This is in line with literature that suggests in-groups without the
ability to distinguish themselves based on superiority will engage in social creativity, positively
distinguishing themselves from out-groups on the basis of a non-performance dimensions (Rees
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et al., 2015). For example, when he talks about recruiting, Coach Jones positively distinguishes
Tennessee from other teams based on “the good things” in the program.
“Well, I just think recruiting in general is a great challenge. You have to rely on, you
know, the good things that are going on, which we have a ton of good things going on in
our program, and, you know, a lot of times as a young man, you have to look into a
crystal ball, and you don't look at the immediate. You look at the near future. You say,
‘Okay, the program’s here. When I have my opportunity over the next four years, five
years, where do I see the program going?” (T3)
Here, Coach Jones is positively distinguishing Tennessee from other teams based on “the
good things” going on in the program. Because they are not winning, he promotes in-group
attraction based on things like the direction of the program.
In-Group Ties
In line with past literature, both head coaches drew upon their fan-base, school, and/or
past players to motivate the in-group to play for closely related out-groups (Slater et al., 2015).
Prior to playing Alabama’s long-time rival, Auburn, Nick Saban acknowledges that the game is
significant, not just to the current team, but to anyone associated with Alabama football.
“There's a lot of significance in this game, and I think the fact that it does have
significance and has had significance in the past makes it even more interesting on a
national level, as well as for our fans, their fans and all the people who have passion for
the game, actually, so as a coach, it's always a big game, and always means a lot. It
means a lot to our players. It means a lot to our fans. It means a lot to the coaches who
work hard and all the people who've worked hard to put us in this position, so everybody
kind of knows what's at stake.” (A3)
By mentioning fans, coaches, and “all the people who have worked hard” to put them in
their position, Coach Saban pulls closely related out-groups into the team’s overall vision. In
doing so, he seems to acknowledge that the current team is playing for a network much bigger
than just them. This is in line with Slater et al.’s (2015) observations that leaders of Team Great
Britain drew on values of the British public to motivate fan support with hopes of giving athletes
an extra psychological boost of motivation toward success. By increasing feelings of
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psychological closeness with closely related out-groups who share common emotions about the
rivalry game with Auburn, Coach Saban is promoting the team identity and motivates his team,
fans, and others to continue to act in alignment with group interests, whether in the form of
playing to a standard on the field or continuing to cheer in the stands.
Butch Jones also mentions closely related out-groups to motivate his team to play for
something bigger than themselves. During preseason, Coach Jones states (T0):
“I think when you start to build a football program and you, when your younger players
can learn from the older players around them, like a Derek Barnett,… that helps them,
and I think Jonathan saw what those individuals brought to the table that he's trying to
pick up from them.”
By involving past players in the vision of building a program and connecting those past
players to what current players are doing now, Coach Jones is expanding the team identity to
include more than just the current team. This may strengthen team identification by increasing
feelings of psychological closeness between those who share a common bond (current and
former players; Cameron 2004). Drawing upon in-group ties with former players may also work
to motivate team members to play for the larger group of people who identify with Tennessee
football. This is in line with past literature on in-group ties and identity entrepreneurship (Slater
et al., 2015). This type of identity entrepreneurship may be especially important for motivating
teams like Tennessee, whose continued unsuccessful performance may cause decreased levels of
motivation to take collective action toward a shared vision.
Degree of Togetherness
This sub-theme is unique to the current study. It has to do with the idea of unity and
acting in the interest of the team, rather than the self. The data analysis revealed one similarity
between head coaches within this sub-theme.
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Both head coaches expressed that they were acting in the best interest of the team and
their players. For example, Nick Saban talks about his intentionality in the way he talks to his
players because he knows what he says will affect their confidence and ability to perform.
“How do you approach a player? I never ever want to approach a player and have a
player think that I'm disappointed in him. I think players sense that. I think it affects their
confidence. I'm always approaching players on they did this, this is how we need to try to
react to that, or we need to adjust to it this way, or they're playing this or to go back to the
jet sweep… so you're really just constantly teaching during the game for the next
situation in the game and I think the way our players are sort of geared because if you
notice, you know our coaches are with our players coaching them - what happened in the
last series, what plays they ran, what we did well against the players, how we fit that run,
how we match the pattern on that pass, whatever, or something that we didn't do exactly
right, or we made a mental error on” (A1).
By putting forth effort tp speak to players in a way that builds up their confidence, Coach
Saban is acting according to the players’ interests. By acting for players’s interest and not selfinterest, Coach Saban promotes a shared team identity (Van Knippenberg, 2011).
Butch Jones demonstrates that he acts according to the players’ best interests when he
says, “Everything is about the welfare in and of our student athletes” (T0). He also demonstrates
this prior to the Missouri game. He tells the press it is important to simulate the game in practice.
He says, “It's hard to completely simulate it, but we've tried to be creative in terms of how we go
about doing it” (T3). By stating they are creative about how the coaches structure the practice to
simulate a game and give players a better opportunity to be successful, Coach Jones is
demonstrating that he is acting in the best interest of the players.
Beyond the fact both head coaches demonstrated how they acted in the players’ best
interest, a couple of differences emerged in terms of how they promoted unity. The coaches
differed in the way they spoke about the younger players as members of the team. Nick Saban
makes it clear that, at Alabama, they try to integrate the young players into the program quickly
because they believe in them. Prior to the Tennessee game, Coach Saban reflects on past games
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and says the young players “are not going out there and making a lot of mental errors” (A2). He
says (A2):
“They’re actually improving their ability to be better players without the ball, which
means they're blocking better and making less mental errors on the perimeter in terms of
what they should do and how they should do it, so you know, we're very confident in
those guys, and we know that we'd like for all of them to have a chance to be productive,
all six of the receivers that we've been playing.”
In this statement, it is clear Coach Saban believes in the younger players, and he involves
them in the offense as he sees fit, just as he involves upperclassmen. Rather than pointing out
ways the younger players are separate from the rest of the team, Coach Saban expresses how
they are positively contributing to team processes. In other words, he is promoting how younger
players belong on the team, which promotes unity and strengthens shared team identity
(Cameron 2004).
Butch Jones separates young players from the rest of the team by pointing out ways
younger players struggle more than others, rather than highlighting how they are growing into
their roles on the team. During the preseason press conference interview, Coach Jones
emphasizes the importance of focusing on the process, rather than the outcome. He makes a
point to say that younger players struggle with this more than others.
“A lot of times, as young players, you know, you struggle a little bit…you want to be
already made, and, you know, there's a process, whether it's in the weight room, whether
it's in summer school, so the big thing for us, again, is… we can't skip steps” (T0).
Coach Jones refers to the whole team when he says, “we can’t skip steps;” however,
when he says that the younger players struggle with this most, the negative connotation behind
this statement may separate them from the rest of the team. In this way, he points outs how
younger players do not yet belong to the team. This may growth of psychological closeness
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between younger players and the rest of the team, which can prevent team identification from
becoming stronger (Cameron 2004).
The coaches also differed on the emphasis they placed on the team versus the emphasis
they placed on the individual. Nick Saban expressed that all players were treated equally and
given equal opportunity on the team, while Butch Jones alludes to opportunities given to certain
people and not others. Nick Saban says, “Oh, it's important to keep it. Going. There's no doubt
you want everybody to, we want everybody to show improvement. You want everybody to get
better” (A2).
Coach Saban also makes it clear that competition within the team is good because it
makes everyone better. After stating that Shaun Dion has done really well in preseason camp,
Coach Saban turns his attention to the other players in his same position when he states, “I also
feel that there's some other guys at linebacker that are really making some nice progress, so the
competition at that position, I think, will help everybody get better” (A0). Here, Coach Saban
takes the focus off of competing for playtime and places it on competing to make the team better
by elevating the other players’ level play. By shifting the focus to the team, Coach Saban is
emphasizing the importance of the team identity, rather than personal identity, which may
promote the cognitive centrality of the team identity for his players (Cameron 2004).
This can be contrasted with Coach Jones’ emphasis on individual playing time. Coach
Jones frequently brings up the competitive battles going on between players on the team in the
same positional group, and rather than using team success as the motivator for meeting the
standards each day, Caoch Jones talks about playing time as the reward. Prior to the Florida
game, Coach Jones says (T1):
“You earn your playing time through your body of work, through preparation throughout
the course of the week, and so much goes into it from assignments, to fundamentals, to
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technique, to toughness, to how do you handle the weight room and, preparing your body,
and these are youngsters that we're going to need to grow up.”
This quote is reflective of the emphasis Coach Jones places on working to get better to
earn individual playing time, rather than working to get better to elevate the team’s performance.
This directly contrasts Coach Saban, who rewards unity by praising the team when they play as a
collective unit, not as individual players. This was demonstrated when Coach Saban recognized
everyone as player of the game for playing together against Ole Miss (A1).
The difference between Coach Saban, who emphasizes the team over the individual, and
Coach Jones, who emphasizes the individual over the team, may speak to the difference in how
they create team identity. By placing the individual over the team, Coach Jones takes the focus
off the shared team identity. This means group interests may not be as central to Tennessee’s
players’ cognitive schema as personal interests, which can weaken team identification (Cameron
2004). Coach Saban strengthens team identity by motivating players to push each other for the
team to become better as a whole. By motivating players to act in alignment with the group
interests, he promotes the cognitive centrality of the team identity, which can strengthen team
identification (Cameron 2004).
By acting in the best interest of players, integrating younger players into the team early,
and promoting unity, Coach Saban promotes unity and the team identity (Van Knippenberg,
2011). By separating younger players from the rest of the team and promoting individual playing
time over team success, Coach Jones is not promoting a strong shared identity (Cameron, 2004).
This may speak to an impactful difference in how the championship and non-championship
coaches engage in identity entrepreneurship.
Theme 4: Confidence Expression
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Theme 4, confidence expression, comes from a line of research that suggests team leaders
have the capacity to turn teams of champions into championship teams by believing in “us”
(Fransen et al., 2015b). An important aspect of team confidence related to social identity is
collective efficacy (Fransen et al, 2015b). Albert Bandura first defined “collective efficacy” as
“the group’s shared belief in its conjoint capability to organize and execute the courses of action
required to produce given levels of attainment” (Bandura, 1997, p. 477, as cited by Slater et al.,
2015). In other words, collective efficacy is a team member’s belief in the team’s ability to
accomplish something (Fransen, et al., 2015b).
Research suggests that leaders can influence performance and strengthen team
identification by expressing collective efficacy (Fransen et al., 2015b; Fransen et al., 2016).
Teams with high levels of collective efficacy typically perform better than teams with low levels
of collective efficacy (Fransen, et al., 2015a). Fransen et al. (2015b) found leaders can influence
team members’ collective efficacy and subsequent performance to the extent to which team
members identify with a shared team identity. At the same time, Fransen et al. (2016) found
when leaders expressed their confidence in the team’s capabilities, team identification was
strengthened (Fransen et al., 2016).
It is apparent team identification both influences and is influenced by collective efficacy.
This may have important implications for identity entrepreneurship, given that collective efficacy
and performance have a reciprocal relationship (Feltz & Lirgg, 1998; Fransen, et al., 2015a). In a
study about ice hockey teams, team members reported high levels of collective efficacy after
winning a game and low levels of collective efficacy after losing a game (Feltz & Lirgg, 1998).
This supports Bandura’s (1997) idea that past performance is an important source of collective
efficacy. Fransen, et al. (2015a) expanded upon these findings when they found that soccer teams
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with high levels of collective efficacy prior to performance were more successful than teams
with low levels of collective efficacy prior to performance (Fransen, et al., 2015a). In both cases,
performance impacted collective efficacy moving forward. Thus, collective efficacy influences
future performance, and performance influences future collective efficacy.
Fransen, et al. (2015a) suggested coaches should strive to express realistic collective
efficacy to avoid overconfidence before a game, reducing the chance that performance will fall
short of expectations. If this were to happen, team confidence could collapse. Additionally, trust
between the leader and team members could erode, as underperformance deems the leader who
expressed team confidence unreliable. Both decreased collective efficacy and eroded trust could
have negative implications for identity entrepreneurship. However, when a leader expresses
realistic collective efficacy, team identity could effectively be strengthened.
Taken together, leaders’ team confidence expression has important implications for
identity entrepreneurship in context of performance over time. Both head coaches expressed their
confidence in the team and team members over the course of the season. Two common subthemes emerged in the data: instilling belief in “us” and concern. Figure 7 shows the thematic
map of Theme 4 for Coach Saban; Figure 8 shows the thematic map for Theme 4 for Coach
Jones.
Instilling Belief in “Us”
The data analysis revealed both head coaches expressed confidence in groups of players
and individual players, while neither head coach explicitly expressed collective efficacy for the
entire team.
Nick Saban expressed collective efficacy for certain groups of players, such as position
groups (i.e. – groups of individuals who play the same position). For example, during the press
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conference prior to playing Tennessee, Coach Saban expressed his confidence in the wide
receivers. Up to this point in the season, the lineup for Alabama’s receivers had rotated, meaning
the receiver lineup varied game-to-game. When asked about the philosophy behind this changing
lineup, Coach Saban tells them there is no philosophy behind it. He says, “We have confidence
in all six guys,” so the coaches feel good about putting them wherever they are needed (A2). In
this quote, Coach Saban is expressing his confidence in the receivers’ abilities, as a group, no
matter what role each person plays. This may work to enhance the receivers’ collective efficacy
as a position group in the future (Fransen et al., 2015b). Additionally, it may work to strengthen
the receivers’ team identification, as Coach Saban’s collective language (“we” and “all six
guys”) points to a collective unit working toward a collective endeavor (Fransen et al., 2016).
Coach Saban goes on to say, “We’re pleased with the way those [young receivers] have
developed… they’ve been productive, and we have confidence in them, and I think they have
confidence in what we’re doing” (A2). By acknowledging their past success as a position group
(i.e. – “they’ve been productive”), Coach Saban establishes a sound basis for his confidence in
them. By drawing on past successful performance, Coach Saban expresses realistic collective
efficacy, reducing the chance of confidence collapse (Fransen, et al., 2015a). In a sense,
expressing realistic confidence can also be seen as placing the group interests above selfinterests, which is positively associated with identity entrepreneurship (Van Knippenberg, 2011).
Finally, it is interesting that Coach Saban makes a point to mention, not only his
confidence in the players, but also his players’ confidence in the coaches. Both parties have
confidence in each other, suggesting mutual understanding of a shared goal and a shared sense of
collective efficacy. This belief in “us” is emblematic of a strong underlying shared identity
(Fransen et al., 2015b).
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While Coach Saban expresses collective efficacy toward groups of individuals, Coach
Jones expresses confidence in individual players. For example, during preseason, he expresses
his confidence in their kicker, Aaron Medley. He says, “I have great confidence in Aaron.
Aaron's thing is the longer field goals, and I think… he can do it. He has the leg strength, and I
believe in him” (T0). Based on past research about change leadership in organizations, when
leaders promote self-efficacy, group members are more committed to make changes that
progress the organization toward a shared vision (Ling, et al., 2018). Thus, by instilling
confidence in individual players, Coach Jones may be motivating individuals to act in alignment
with shared team vision.
Both head coaches also express their awareness of the importance of developing
confidence, which ties back to the idea that performance and team confidence have a reciprocal
relationship (Fransen, et al., 2015a). For example, when Coach Saban was asked about why the
coaches called a certain play during an earlier game, he says (A2):
“I think you're always trying to sort of come up with what is the best play? What's the
play that has the best opportunity to be successful, so that you have a positive play to start
with, and you gain a little momentum and a drive? And you know, we felt good about
that play.”
Here, Coach Saban demonstrates his intentionality to develop his team’s confidence over
time by putting them in the position to be successful from the start of each game. Coach Saban
shows he believes that if his team can start off with a successful play, this successful
performance will strengthen their collective efficacy for the next play, which increases its chance
of success, too. By calling plays to intentionally develop confidence during games, Coach Saban
is setting them up to achieve a positive outcome, which demonstrates he is acting in the best
interest of the team. In this way, developing confidence can be seen as effective identity
entrepreneurship (Fransen et al., 2015a).
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Butch Jones also talks about the importance of live repetitions in building confidence;
however, while Coach Saban emphasizes the importance of successful repetitions in developing
confidence in the team, Coach Jones simply refers to any playtime as experience that helps
individual players develop confidence. Before the Missouri game, Coach Jones makes the
comment that quarterback Jarrett Guarantano “is really gaining more and more confidence as the
season progresses” (T3).
At this point in the season, Tennessee has lost all five conference games they have
played, and Jarrett Guarantano has played in four of them (University of Tennessee Athletics,
n.d.). Because past performance impacts confidence in the future, it is possible that a player who
has repeatedly been unsuccessful is not developing confidence simply through experience
(Fransen, et al., 2015a). Actually, it is likely that repeated failure is providing a basis for low
confidence in the future (Feltz & Lirgg, 1998). Thus, it may be the case that Jarrett Guarantano is
becoming less confident as the team continues to lose games. By professing confidence not
based in successful performance, Coach Jones could be eroding trust with his player, and
because Coach Jones continually puts Jerrett Guarantano in a position where he is unsuccessful,
it is possible Jarrett Guarantano may believe his is not acting in his or the team’s best interest.
This could cause player’s identification with the team to become weaker. (Van Knippenberg,
2011).
Concern
Both coaches expressed their concerns about the team at some point; however, when and
how these concerns were expressed differed between the coaches. While Nick Saban points out
reasons he still believes in the team after expressing concerns, Butch Jones leaves his concerns
unresolved.
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Before playing Ole Miss, Nick Saban reflects on the game they played a week earlier. He
commends the team for not just winning a game but defeating the team they played. He states it
was the first time his team stayed focused on what they were doing, kept a sense of urgency, and
never lost their focus, which is what they set out to do. He goes on to say (A1):
“I think [that type of play is] very important to being successful in our league because of
the quality of opponents…, and that's kind of got to become who you are. That's got to
become a personality, and I was concerned about that, but feel much better about it, but
now the challenge is, can we sustain that?”
By expressing this concern, Coach Saban demonstrates his realistic perspective on the
situation; however, he does not express that he is concerned before it is resolved. Instead, he
turns the resolution of this concern into the basis of his confidence in his team in the future
(Slater et al., 2015). In doing so, he can challenge the team to remain consistent – an expectation
he knows is realistic because he knows the team is capable of meeting the team’s standards. He
does this using collective language (i.e. – “can we sustain that?”), the hallmark of identity
entrepreneurship, which motivates the team toward collective action (Hogg 2001; Haslam et al.,
2011). Thus, Coach Saban reinforces collective efficacy in a realistic manner that mobilizes his
team toward collective action. This supports past literature that reported leaders portrayed
solidarity, confidence, and challenge when talking about doing something better in the future
(Slater et al., 2015).
Coach Jones voices his concerns in a different manner. While Coach Saban voices his
past concerns about the whole team, not just an individual, Coach Jones voices his current
concerns for individual players. Prior to playing Missouri, the press asked Coach Jones about,
true freshman, Trey Smith. He was the SEC’s top-rated player at the end of the year, and the
only offensive lineman to start in all 12 games during the 2017 season (University of Tennessee
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Athletics, n.d.). Coach Jones begins by commending Tray Smith’s humility, work ethic, and
competitiveness.
“Trey Smith is one of those unique individuals, again, came in here and was very, very
humble, very, very grounded, worked to earn the respect of his teammates every single
day and did everything the right way, and again, he's very competitive. He competes in
his recovery every day. He competes in the classroom. He competes on the football field,
doesn't say a whole lot. He started to become more and more confident in [his] role, and
again, he has the respect, so he was very, very mature coming in here - could handle the
clutter, the distractions, you know, all the expectations” (T3).
Here, Coach Jones is reinforcing the good things Trey Smith does. In a sense, he is
praising Smith for all the reasons he should have confidence in Trey Smith. Yet, even though
Coach Jones never mentions a reason why he should be worried about Trey Smith’s capabilities,
he goes on to admit, “I was the first to say… you still have to be careful. This is a young man
who’s a true freshman, and he’s still learning college football every single day” (T3).
Although Coach Jones is being realistic when he says Trey Smith is young and
developing still, he uses this as a point of concern. He does not follow up his concern by
mentioning his belief in Smith. Evidence suggests that teams with leaders who express low
levels of confidence perform worse than teams with leaders who express high levels of
confidence (Stevens et al., 2019). Confidence expression is related to higher levels of team
identification. Since Coach Jones states his concern and leaves it unresolved, it is possible Coach
Jones is weakening team identification.
Some may take this comment as a reflection that Coach Jones does not have full
confidence in Trey Smith’s abilities simply because he is young. It seems unfounded if Trey
Smith embodies all of the positive things Coach Jones said about him earlier in the interview.
This may reinforce the separation between young players and the rest of the team, which does
not contribute to creating a unified team identity (Cameron, 2004).
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Theme 5: Performance Attributions
The final theme, performance attributions, comes from past literature describing how
team identity is affected by how the leader distributes responsibility for performance outcomes to
the team and team members (Slater et al., 2015). The extracts in this theme help to answer this
question: to whom did the two head coaches attribute successful and unsuccessful performance
outcomes? Two sub-themes emerged: attributing success and attributing failure. Figure 9 shows
the thematic map of Theme 5 for Coach Saban; Figure 10 shows the thematic map for Theme 5
for Coach Jones.
Attributing Success
Three common patterns emerged regarding how both head coaches attributed successful
performance. First, in line with past research, both head coaches attribute past success to the
team in a way that portrays solidarity and challenges the team to press toward a collective vision
(Slater et al., 2015).
During the pregame press conference before playing Ole Miss, Coach Saban reflects on
the last game and says, “We finally got a fumble…in this last game, but we have to do a better
job at taking care of the ball because the ball was on the ground three times in this game, and
that's really, really important” (A1). In this quote, Coach Saban attributes a successful
performance (causing a fumble) to the team, which is evident by his use of collective language,
such as “we.” Coach Saban also portrays challenge when he motivates the team to get better
together, again, using collective language.
Coach Jones also uses collective language to attribute success to the team and motivate
collective action in the future. Prior to playing South Carolina, he says, “We've been able to take
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the football away, but we need to take it away much, much more, so that's an area that we have
to continue to grow and get better” (T2).
The use of collective language, such as “we” and “us,” portrays solidarity between each
coach and his team. It shows they do not consider themselves to be above the team, but one with
the team. Additionally, collective language can indicate the leader is acting in line with group
interests (DeCremer et al., 2006). It is likely both head coaches in this study reaffirmed their
team’s shared identity by attributing success to “us.”
Both head coaches also often attributed team success to the players. Nick Saban
demonstrates this prior to playing Auburn. This game was more than just a rivalry game. Before
the game, Alabama was undefeated and ranked first in the nation; Auburn was tenth in the
nation. As the last regular game of the season, this game would determine who would represent
the SEC West in the 2017 SEC Championship Game.
In the pregame press conference, Coach Saban says, “Our team has put themselves in a
position where they have an opportunity to accomplish something in terms of taking the next
step… to win the West and have an opportunity to play in the SEC championship game” (A3).
Coach Saban does not take any credit for the consistent success Alabama had to this point in the
season. Rather, he attributes this success to his team, which is made evident using language like
“they,” rather than, “we.” According to social identity literature, when leaders bestow success on
the group, team bonds become stronger, and group members are more likely to perceive leaders
as working toward group interests (Haslam & Reicher, 2007). Thus, Coach Saban strengthens
team identity by making positive performance attribution to the players, not themselves. Coach
Jones may be missing an integral part of identity entrepreneurship by using language that
includes himself in Tennessee’s success.
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Finally, in line with past social identity literature, both head coaches were also athletefocused in their positive performance attributions (Slater et al., 2015). They demonstrated this by
commending individual players for personal successes. For example, when one of Alabama’s
players received national recognition, Coach Saban is intentional to publicly acknowledge their
success. During the press conference prior to the Ole Miss game, Coach Saban commends
Damien Harris and Ross Pierschbacher. He says, “It's great that Damien got recognized as SEC
[Offensive Player of the Week] and Ross [SEC Offensive Linemen of the Week]. Those are great
honors, you know, for those guys” (A1). This quote demonstrates Coach Saban’s focus on
individual athletes; however, Coach Saban never acknowledges what an individual did well
without returning his focus to the group.
After commending the two players, he says, “hopefully, we can build on some of the
improvements that we made, continue to improve as a team” (A1). Even though Coach Saban
points out what individuals did well, he shifts attention back to the collective unit, which
highlights his belief that success is a team outcome. This reaffirms team identity by inspiring
collective action to build upon “the improvements we made” in the future (Haslam & Reicher,
2007).
In this analysis, there were no instances where Coach Jones points out an individuals’
national recognition; however, he was intentional to commend individuals for specific things
they did well. For example, when reflecting on their last game, Coach Jones says, “We thought
[Kyle Phillips] played one of his best football games since he's been here. When we graded the
defensive line, we thought he played the best in that unit” (T1).
Like Coach Saban and in line with past research, Coach Jones shows he is athletefocused by commending Kyle Phillips for his performance. However, in contrast with Coach
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Saban, Coach Jones does not return his focus to the team after acknowledging individuals’
successes by inspiring collective action. Rather, he states how Kyle Philips was superior to in his
positional group. This runs counter to past literature on identity entrepreneurship that documents
how effective leaders portray solidarity when talking about past performance (Slater et al., 2015).
Attributing Failure
Both coaches talk about where their teams fell short in past performance as an
opportunity and challenge to do better; however, the coaches differ in how they communicate
who needs to improve.
Coach Saban attributes failure to the team as a whole, using collective language to
portray solidarity and challenge. As he reflects upon playing Vanderbilt, Coach Saban talks
about how he challenged his team not to settle for just winning, but to defeat a team. He states,
“We [the coaches] were very positive with the players last week, in terms of how we approached
what we wanted to try to accomplish, but we also challenged the players in that, you know, we
really hadn't…defeated a team” (A1). He attributes the underperformance of not defeating the
opponent to the whole team, using collective language. Then he challenges the team to
collectively work toward defeating a team. In doing so, he shifts the responsibility of meeting
future performance standards to “us”, rather than an individual or group of individuals. In this
way, Coach Saban expresses, “we are in this together,” which reaffirms the shared team identity
(DeCremer et al., 2006).
Coach Jones sometimes attributes failure to the team in a way that inspires solidarity and
challenge, such as when he says, “We have to get better in a hurry,” prior to the Florida game
(T1; Slater et al., 2015). However, sometimes, he shifts the responsibility to improve off the
collective team and onto individuals or groups of individuals within the team.
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For example, before the Florida game, Coach Jones says (T1):
“Our special teams needs to make tremendous strides from game one, game two, to now
game three…we played a lot of newcomers on special teams this game, and it was great
to be able to evaluate and put their football identity on video, but it's also them
understanding that the expectations never changed by the way we play special teams here
at Tennessee.”
By stating special teams need to improve “tremendously,” it can be assumed that they are
not currently performing to the team’s standard. Coach Jones seems to blame this on the fact that
a lot of new players played. Even though he may be attempting to attribute the underperformance
to inexperience, based on past literature, Coach Jones may also be placing responsibility for
underperformance on the younger players, rather than communicating the need for collective
responsibility (Slater et al., 2015). He then challenges only the younger players, not the team, to
meet unchanging expectations. Here, Coach Jones does not portray solidarity when he talks
about past performance, which suggests he is missing an essential aspect of effective identity
entrepreneurship (Slater et al., 2015).
Discussion
This study was conducted to pursue the following goals: (1) to expand understanding of
identity entrepreneurship in sports, specifically college football, and (2) to examine the
difference in how head coaches construct social identity on a championship team and a nonchampionship team over the course of a season. A thematic analysis was conducted to identify
communication patterns related to identity entrepreneurship for two head coaches over the course
of the 2017 NCAA Division I College Football season. The analysis included the pre-game press
conference interviews with the Nick Saban, the head coach for the University of Alabama
(championship team), and Butch Jones, the head coach of the University of Tennessee (nonchampionship team). This methodology was informed by past literature, which used a similar
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approach to identify patterns in qualitative data sets (Braun & Clark, 2006; Cosh et al., 2013;
Shincke et al., 2014; Slater et al., 2015). Slater et al.’s (2015) thematic analysis of identity
entrepreneurship during the London 2012 Olympic Games provided the main theoretical
frameworks for the present analysis.
Five higher-order themes and 13 sub-themes emerged from the analysis: (1) defining
what it means to be “one of us”(defining values, reinforcing values, consistency in values, and
creation of shared values), (2) casting vision (clarity and consistency of vision and influences on
vision), (3) strengthening “us” (positive distinction, in-group ties, and degree of togetherness),
(4) confidence expression (instilling belief in “us” and concern), and (5) performance
attributions (attributing success and attributing failure). The data as whole suggests that while
coaches of championship teams and coaches of non-championship teams share some similarities
in terms of how they construct team identity over the course of the season, several differences
exist related to identity entrepreneurship. These differences may have important implications for
leadership effectiveness.
Within Theme 1: Defining What It Means to Be “One of Us,” the present analysis
revealed Coach Saban’s actions were consistent with the team values he articulated over the
course of the season. Coach Jones articulated team values in a consistent manner over the course
of the season; however, his actions did not always align with these values. This finding expands
upon Slater et al.’s (2015) findings, pointing to the idea that effective entrepreneurs of identity
maintain consistency in values over time and consistency between values and actions. It also
suggests consistency between articulated values and coaches’ actions is an aspect of identity
entrepreneurship that distinguishes coaches of championship teams from coaches of non-
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championship teams. That is, coaches of championship teams may have a higher degree of
consistency between values and actions than coaches of non-championship teams.
Coach Saban, coach of the championship team, also involved the whole team in the value
creation process, while Coach Jones, coach of the non-championship team, only involved the
seniors. A key aspect of team identity is that it is shared because shared identity mobilizes
collective action (Haslam et al., 2011). Thus, to be an effective identity entrepreneur, leaders
should collaborate with team members defining values, as values are the contents of social
identity (Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Haslam et al., 2011; Slater et al., 2015). The present findings
support this suggestion and point to the degree to which values are shared as a difference
between how head coaches of championship teams construct team identity compared to coaches
on non-championship teams. Specifically, our analysis suggests that coaches of championship
teams involve all players in the value creation and definition process, while non-championship
coaches do not.
Within Theme 2: Casting Vision, the team vision Coach Saban articulated (“to play
winning football on a consistent basis”) was consistent over the course of the season. The vision
Coach Jones communicated was inconsistent over the course of the season, shifting from “being
a championship program” to “playing winning football”. Furthermore, given that Tennessee did
not win a single conference game, the Butch Jones’s communicated vision(s) seem
inappropriately focused and unattainable. On the other hand, Coach Saban’s communicated
vision seems appropriately focused and attainable based on their performance. According to past
research, too many visions, shifting visions, and inappropriately focused visions can cause team
members to focus on different things and move in different directions, which is indicative of
weak team identification (Armstrong et al., 2022; McEwan and Crawford, 2022). The current
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findings suggest consistency and focus of vision may be an important aspect of identity
entrepreneurship on championship teams. That is, championship coaches may maintain a higher
degree of consistency in how they articulate team vision compared to non-championship
coaches. They may also communicate visions that are more appropriately focused than other
coaches.
Additionally, Coach Saban and Coach Jones talk about factors that may influence their
team’s ability to progress toward the team vision, such as what their team did well and what their
next opponent does well. Coach Saban also acknowledges the emotional “hype” surrounding
certain games, such as rivalries (Fletcher & Arnold, 2011). Upon acknowledging these potential
influences, both coaches make statements about what their team needs to do in order to prevent
these factors from inhibiting their progress toward the collective vision – that is, to prevent them
from performing successfully. However, while Coach Saban sets specific, attainable goals,
Coach Jones sets vague, unmeasurable goals. McEwan and Crawford (2022) found when leaders
give their team action items that are too broad or unclear, team breakdown often occurs. The
current study supports this research, pointing to the importance of communicating clear and
appropriately focused action items regarding the immediate future to facilitate collective action
and to reinforce a shared team identity. Specifically, the findings suggest coaches of
championship teams are better at articulating a clear and appropriately focused vision for the
immediate future than coaches of non-championship teams.
Within Theme 3: strengthening “us,” both coaches strengthen unity within their teams
through positive distinction, in-group ties, and demonstrating that they are intentional in acting
toward group interests, not self-interests (Rees et al., 2015; Slater et al., 2015; Van Knippenberg,
2011). However, while Coach Saban expressed his intentionality to quickly integrate young
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players into team processes, Coach Jones often pointed out ways younger players were separate
from the rest of the team. These comments often carried a negative connotation for team identity,
as Coach Jones talks about ways the younger players are not yet ready to carry the load of
playing at Tennessee. In other words, he is pointing out how the younger players are not yet “one
of us”. In line with past research, these findings suggest the difference in how the coaches talk
about younger players’ roles on their team may indicate a difference in the way the coaches
promote psychological closeness, a key aspect of team identification, among team members
(Cameron, 2004).
Additionally, Coach Saban makes it clear that team success is more important than
individual success or playing time. Coach Jones emphasizes individual success and playing time
over team performance. Coach Saban’s emphasis on team can work to make team identity more
central to team members’ self-concepts, which strengthens overall team identification (Cameron,
2004). Coach Jones’s emphasis on the individual can make team identity less central to team
members’ self-concepts, which may weaken team identification (Cameron, 2004). Taken
together, these findings point to a difference in how coaches of championship teams and coaches
of non-championship teams promote unity among team members. Specifically, the analysis
suggests coaches of championship teams promote psychological closeness within the team and
reaffirm the centrality of the team’s identity to a greater degree than coaches of nonchampionship teams.
Within Theme 4: confidence expression, Coach Saban and Coach Jones speak about the
importance of developing confidence in players through experience. However, Coach Saban
talks about developing confidence through successful live repetitions, and Coach Jones talks
about developing confidence through general playtime. Given Alabama repeatedly succeeded
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throughout the season, it is likely the players developed confidence (Feltz & Lirgg, 1998). Thus,
it is likely trust between Coach Saban and his players grew stronger because he continually put
them in the position to be successful (Van Knippenberg, 2011). This can strengthen team
identification. Given that Tennessee repeatedly failed throughout the season, it is likely they
were not developing confidence (Feltz & Lirgg, 1998). It is also possible players began to view
Coach Jones as untrustworthy and not for “us,” as he continued to express confidence in the
players, placing them in the position to fail over and over (Van Knippenberg, 2011). This can
weaken team identification.
The difference in how coaches develop and express realistic confidence in their team may
indicate a difference in how championship coaches construct team identity compared to nonchampionship coaches over the course of a season. Specifically, the findings suggest coaches of
championship teams maintain strong team identification by expressing realistic confidence
founded on past successful performance to a greater extent than coaches of non-championship
teams.
Another major difference in the head coaches’ confidence expression has to do with how
they expressed concerns. Coach Saban expresses concerns after the they were resolved, and he
used the resolution to challenge them to sustain their improvements using collective language.
Coach Jones talks about his current concerns and provides no collective challenge to resolve
them. It is possible that the way a coach talks about concerns and uses them to motivate players
toward collective action separates the identity entrepreneurship of championship coaches from
non-championship coaches (Hogg 2001; Haslam, et al., 2011). The findings suggest that
championship coaches communicate past concerns to express collective efficacy and to
challenge the team toward collective action.
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Finally, within Theme 5: performance attributions, both head coaches attributed
successful performance to “us”. This is in line with past literature that suggests the use of
collective language can strengthen team identification (DeCremer et al., 2006). Only Coach
Saban bestows success upon his players using language, such as “they” and “them,” (Haslam &
Reicher, 2007). This suggests that coaches of championship teams may attribute successful
performances to their players more often than coaches of non-championship teams.
Additionally, both coaches attribute success to individual athletes, but only Coach Saban
returns his focus to the team as whole after commending individuals. In doing so, Coach Saban is
portraying solidarity (Slater et al., 2015). Coach Jones does connect praise for individual
performance with team accomplishment.
Both head coaches also attribute failures to “us”; however, Coach Jones also attributes
failures to groups of individuals on the team. In doing so, he shifts performance responsibility off
the collective team and onto individuals, which can weaken team identification (Slater et al.,
2015). The difference in how the two coaches communicate solidarity when talking about past
performance may indicate an important difference between how a championship and nonchampionship coach develop team identity. Specifically, the present study suggests coaches of
championship teams portray solidarity to a greater extent than coaches of non-championship
teams when talking about past performance.
One possible limitation of the study is the scope of the dataset, as it was limited to a
relatively small sample of pregame press conference interviews. Thus, the full picture of how the
two coaches constructed social identity may not be captured by the data. This limitation likely
affected some results. For example, neither head coach expressed collective efficacy in their
whole team in this analysis, which runs counter to past research suggesting leaders’ expression
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of collective efficacy is integral to turning teams of champions into championship teams
(Fransen et al., 2015b). This is probably due to the limited data set included in this analysis. It is
possible coaches did express collective efficacy in the whole team at other times and in other
situations outside the relatively small set of press conference interviews included in this data.
Future analyses should include other forms of media data, such as postgame press
conference interviews, twitter, etc. Additionally, because press conference interviews are
conducted by reporters, including other forms of data, like semi-structured interviews, may
provide insight into aspects of identity entrepreneurship not otherwise mentioned.
A second limitation of this study is that it is limited to two head coaches – one
championship coach and one non-championship coach. This limits our understanding of the
differences between identity entrepreneurship on championship and non-championship teams as
two coaches cannot represent all coaches. A final limitation has to do with the nature of thematic
analysis. Braun and Clark (2006) acknowledge all researchers have their own theoretical position
and values related to qualitative research. In the present study, I have taken all suggestions to
identify emerging themes in an unbiased manner; however, to some extent, bias is present. Thus,
future empirical research should seek to confirm the findings and subsequent hypotheses
regarding differences in how the coach of the championship team and the coach of the nonchampionship team construct team identity over the course of the season.
Nevertheless, current findings and subsequent hypotheses contribute to current
understanding of leadership in sports in at least two pertinent ways. First, this study further
supports the idea that leadership is influential and contextual in nature (Northouse, 2010).
Second, the present analysis highlights several areas in which the coach of a championship team
and the coach of a non-championship team differ in terms of identity entrepreneurship. This has
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practical implications for coaches who wish to construct a championship team identity within
their team. Leaders should strive to maintain consistency between values and action, create
shared values, articulate a consistent and appropriately focused vision, promote unity among
team members, develop and express realistic confidence, and portray solidarity and challenge
when talking about past performance. Based on the present study, these acts of identity
entrepreneurship enable leaders to turn teams of champions into championship teams.
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Figure 1
Thematic Map of Theme 1: Defining What It Means to Be “One of Us” – Nick Saban
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Note. The higher-order theme is on the left, sub-themes are in the middle, and specific patterns in
each sub-theme are on the right. Red boxes indicate patterns specific to Nick Saban.
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Figure 2
Thematic Map of Theme 1: Defining What It Means to Be “One of Us” – Butch Jones
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Note. The higher-order theme is on the left, sub-themes are in the middle, and specific patterns in
each sub-theme are on the right. Orange boxes indicate patterns specific to Butch Jones.
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Figure 3
Thematic Map of Theme 2: Casting Vision – Nick Saban
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Note. The higher-order theme is on the left, sub-themes are in the middle, and specific patterns in
each sub-theme are on the right. Red boxes indicate patterns specific to Nick Saban.
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Figure 4
Thematic Map of Theme 2: Casting Vision – Butch Jones
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Note. The higher-order theme is on the left, sub-themes are in the middle, and specific patterns in
each sub-theme are on the right. Orange boxes indicate patterns specific to Butch Jones.
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Figure 5
Thematic Map of Theme 3: Strengthening “Us” – Nick Saban
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Note. The higher-order theme is on the left, sub-themes are in the middle, and specific patterns in
each sub-theme are on the right. Red boxes indicate patterns specific to Nick Saban.
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Figure 6
Thematic Map of Theme 3: Strengthening “Us” – Butch Jones
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Note. The higher-order theme is on the left, sub-themes are in the middle, and specific patterns in
each sub-theme are on the right. Orange boxes indicate patterns specific to Butch Jones.
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Figure 7
Thematic Map of Theme 4: Confidence Expression – Nick Saban
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Note. The higher-order theme is on the left, sub-themes are in the middle, and specific patterns in
each sub-theme are on the right. Red boxes indicate patterns specific to Nick Saban.
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Figure 8
Thematic Map of Theme 4: Confidence Expression – Butch Jones
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Note. The higher-order theme is on the left, sub-themes are in the middle, and specific patterns in
each sub-theme are on the right. Orange boxes indicate patterns specific to Butch Jones.
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Figure 9
Thematic Map of Theme 5: Performance Attributions – Nick Saban
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theme. Specific patterns in each sub-theme are to the right of sub-themes. Specific aspects of
each pattern are to the far right. Red boxes indicate aspects specific to Nick Saban.
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Figure 10
Thematic Map of Theme 5: Performance Attributions – Butch Jones
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each pattern are to the far right. Orange boxes indicate patterns specific to Butch Jones.
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Appendix A
List of sources used in thematic analysis
University of Alabama
Game
Date of
Interview
Preseason (A0)
8/5/17

Early (A1)

9/25/17

Middle (A2)

10/16/17

Late (A3)

11/20/17

University of Tennessee
Game
Date of
Interview
Preseason (T0)
8/13/17

Early (T1)

9/11/17

Middle (T2)

10/11/17

Title of
Interview
Watch Nick
Saban
Address the
Press at
Alabama’s
Media Day
Nick Saban
Talks Ole
Miss Game –
Full Press
Conference
Nick Saban
Turns
Attention to
Tennessee –
Full Press
Conference
Nick Saban
Has a Lot of
Praise for
Auburn in
Monday Press
Conference

Retrieved From

Title of
Interview
Vol’s Butch
Jones at
Media Day
2017
Butch Jones
(Florida Week
Press
Conference)
Butch Jones:
Jarrett
Guarantano
to Start

Retrieved From

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QtPWZ
wFC_ME&list=PLBaOpwqQZDBEGZt2LL
GW4jvfq6IZNfK3U

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xddS1tH
1xew

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EO7TZ6
6WTgs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5_Bi81
vvDE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DSlBYt
pnjac
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOizyq
pFGs4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ssJbAwg
Zjxk

IDENTITY ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN SPORT

Late (T3)

11/8/17

against South
Carolina
Vols Coach
Butch Jones
Previews
Mizzou Game
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ssJbAwg
Zjxk

